Formation

- A preliminary solution vision
- Agreement over business goals and situation, the problem context and scope and challenges and the specific results the solution is reached on the nature of business

Activity Cluster I - BCET1 BCE-2

- Shared Space
- Establish Solution Initiative
- BCET0

Activity Cluster II - BCET1 BCE-3

- Establish Inventory of
- BCET4

Activity Cluster III - BCET1 BCE-4

- Assess Use of Current
- BCET7

Activity Cluster IV - BCET1 BCE-7

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET10

Activity Cluster V - BCET1 BCE-10

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET13

Activity Cluster VI - BCET1 BCE-13

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET16

Activity Cluster VII - BCET1 BCE-16

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET19

Activity Cluster VIII - BCET1 BCE-19

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET22

Activity Cluster IX - BCET1 BCE-22

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET25

Activity Cluster X - BCET1 BCE-25

- Explore Use of Current
- BCET28

Solution Envisioning

- Concept Document
- Business Capability Interest and Model (Optional)
- Solution Concept Document & Capability Model

Solution Realization and Adoption

- Requirements
- Re-design
- Design
- Elaborate Capability
- Interface Specifications
- V.I.S.A Multi-Criteria Decision Process
- Bayesian-based Architectural Trade-off Analysis Method

Business Strategy

- Solution Initiative Formation
- Business Capability Exploration
- Solution Capability Envisioning
- Solution Envisioning Workshop
- Create Solution Vision
- Vision Presentation
- Storytelling: Future Scenarios
- Consolidate Initial Solution Storytelling: Future Scenarios
- Solution Realization Roadmap
- Solution Business Case & Realization Roadmap
- Indicate Solution Construction/ Deployment